
Part 2: Logging Requirements

As a 10+km walk (partially along unmarked, not well maintained paths) is not for everyone, I decided to offer two versions of this
virtual, the LW version, which involves a longer walk, and the SW version which involves a shorter walk, but requires the usage of a
vehicle. Both versions include the key locations of this cache. For the full experience I recommend to go for the LW version.

Depending on the chosen version the logging requirements differ. Please study them in detail. Found it logs that do not comply will not
be accepted!

Long version (LW): All stages required for this version are located along a round trip walk. Interim usage of a vehicle is neither
required nor desired.

Your agenda for LW: Visit Stages 1-13 and fulfill Photo Tasks 1-5 and Question Tasks 1-9. Stage 14 (Sveti Duh) and hence
Question Task 10 and Photo Task 6 are not part of this version and can be skipped.

Short version (SW): This version involves a shorter round trip walk to visit Stages 1-6 followed by Stages 12 and 13. Stages 11
and 14 can be visited by a vehicle (after or before your round trip SW walk). Please walk over to Stage 10 from Stage 11 and do
not drive up to Stage 10 (to avoid to arise attraction which would endanger the existence of this cache).

Your agenda for SW: Visit Stages 1-6 and 10-14 and fulfill Photo Tasks 1,2, 3, 5 and 6 and Question Tasks 1-3 and 6-10. Stages
7 (Bench) , 8 (Schmirnberg ponds) and 9 (Lube) and thus Photo Task 4 and Question Tasks 4 and 5 are not part of this version and
can be skipped.

Combined LW+SW: If you are ambitious, do not mind long walks and want to visit Sveti Duh on foot anyway, there exists the
further option to fulfill the logging requirements of both LW and SW within a single walk. To that end, make a detour to Stage 14
(Sveti Duh) by interrupting the suggested round trip walk at Stage 4 (southernmost point) and then return to Stage 4 via the same
way and continue to Stage 5.

Logging and photo requirements

In order to be eligible for a legitimate found it log you need to fulfill the following requirements.

Question Tasks: Send me the answers for all question tasks associated with your chosen version (LW or SW).

If it inconveniences you, you do not need to wait for my reply, but you need to send your answers before submitting your log.
I'd appreciate if you contact me via e-mail. (Comment: I intentionally decided against using an auto-responder.)

Photo Tasks: Upload the photos required for your chosen version to your log (within 2 days, i.e., 48 hours of posting your log).
Make sure that the photos meet the photo requirements explained below (example of eligible photo for Photo Task 1).

1. Each photo associated with a photo task must show the required object.
2. Each such photo must include either yourself or your GPS or your signature item.
3. Each such photo must include a sheet of paper (or something comparable) with your geocaching alias and the date of your

visit. It is not acceptable to include this information by some photo manipulation software.

Further photos are welcome as long as they do not contain spoiler information for any of the question tasks.
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